notions of computational resources) will proliferate-already we see papers invoking notions of economic utility as game-theoretic ideas are brought to bear on problems in multi-agent, distributed computing (such as in the Web). How should the Journal go about attracting and assessing the best work in these newer areas?
Changes in the Editorial Board
The JACM has served its authors, readers and the ACM by providing an archival forum for computing research with the highest editorial standards. Its current enviable position is due in significant measure to the vision and diligence of its editorial board and editors-in-chief leading up to Joe Halpern. I want to thank Joe for his untiring efforts and focus on the issues he highlighted six years ago. I additionally want to thank Hal Gabow, Johan Håstad and Andrew Odlyzko, three members of our board who are stepping down at this time, for their efforts.
I am pleased to welcome four new members to the editorial board.Éva Tardos of Cornell will succeed Hal Gabow to cover the "Algorithms" area. Madhu Sudan of MIT will succeed Johan Håstad in covering "Complexity." Moni Naor of the Weizmann Institute of Science will succeed Andrew Odlyzko for "Cryptography." Finally, Eli Upfal of Brown will replace me for the area of "Probability and Computing."
In addition, we are instituting one further change: Nimrod Megiddo's area will be expanded to read "Operations Research, Game Theory and Economics." With this change I expect that we will address-in a measured way-the recent spurt of interest in game theory, mechanism design and the influence of ideas from economics on computing.
